In this paper, a new four-parameter distribution is introduced. Moments, conditional moments and moment generating function of the new distribution including are presented. Estimation of its parameters are studied. Two real data applications are described to show its superior performance versus some known lifetime models.
INTRODUCTION
The Lindley distribution is important for modeling data in biology, medicine and engineering. In recent years, there have been many studies to obtain a new distribution based on medications of the Lindley distribution for fitting such kinds of data. One of the most popular modifications are Marshal-Olkin distribution, Kumaraswamy distribution quadratic rank transmutation map. The main idea of this mapping is to get more flexible structures than the base distribution. studied the properties of the Lindley distribution under a carefully mathematical treatment. They also showed in a numerical example that the Lindley distribution gives better modeling for waiting times and survival times data than the exponential distribution. The use of the Lindley distribution could be a good alternative to analyze lifetime data within the competing risks approach as compared with the use of standard Exponential or even the Weibull distribution commonly used in this area. Many researchers have studied about Lindley distributions. Merovci (2013) proposed a transmuted lindley distribution and applied it to bladder cancer data. Merovci and Elbatal (2014) introduced a transmuted Lindley-geometric distribution and discussed its various properties. They gave an application on real data set which represents the waiting times (in minutes) before service of 100 bank customers to show that the transmuted Lindley-geometric distribution can be a better model than one based on the Lindley geometric distribution and Lindley distribution. Elbatal and Elgarhy (2013) obtained. transmuted quasi Lindley distribution and discussed the least squares, weighted least squares and the maximum likelihood estimation of the parameters of this distribution. Mansour and Mohamed (2015) have introduced a generalization of transmuted Lindley distribution based on a new family of life time distribution and showed that this distribution provided a better model for bladder cancer data than the amongst distributions such as Transmuted Lindley, Exponentiated Lindley, Lindley, Weighted Lindley and Modified Weibull. There are also other studies about different types of Lindley distributions considered by many researchers such as Aryal and Tsokos (2011) and Abdul-Moniem and Seham (2015) . Alizadeh et al. (2013) introduced a new family of continuous distributions called the Kumaraswamy Marshal-Olkin generalized family of distributions. They proposed a new extension of the MO family for a given baseline distribution with cdf ( ; ) , survival function ̅ ( ; ) = 1 − ( ; ) and pdf ( ; ) depending on a parameter vector . the cdf of the new Kumaraswamy Marshal-Olkin ("KwMO") family of distributions by
The corresponding probability density function is,
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The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section2, introduces the new four-parameter distribution according to Kumaraswamy Marshal-Olkin G-family. In section 3, The Expansion for the pdf and the cdf Functions is derived. Moments, conditional moments and moment generating function of the new distribution including are presented in Section 4. In section 5, we introduce the method of likelihood estimation as point estimation Finally, we fit the distribution to real data set to examine it.
A NEW FOUR-PARAMETER DISTRIBUTION
The Lindley distribution was introduced by Lindley (1958) . A random variable X is said to have the Lindley distribution with parameter θ if its probability density is defined as
The corresponding cumulative distribution function (cdf) is:
Hence, the pdf of Kumaraswamy Marshal-Olkin Lindley distribution
Where for > 0, , , ̅ > 0we shall refer to the distribution given by (5) and (6) 
EXPANSION FOR THE PDF FUNCTION
In this section we give another expression for the pdf function using the Maclaurin and Binomial expansions for simplifying the pdf cdf form.
Using the expansions
, and (9)
Using (8), (9) and (10) we can write (6) as
Where : is a constant term given by: 
STATISTICAL PROPERTIES
In this section, we derive moments, conditional moments, Moment Generating Function of the kwmol distribution.
Moments
The r th non-central moments or (moments about the origin) of the kwmol under using equation (11) 
Conditional moments
For lifetime models, it is useful to know the conditional moments defined as ( | > ),
using equation (11) 
The moment generating function
The moment generating function, ( ), can be easily obtained as:
( ) = ∑ ∑ ∑ :
then, the moment generating function of the kwmol distribution is given by, 
ESTIMATION OF THE PARAMETERS
In this section we introduce the method of likelihood to estimate the parameters involved. The maximum likelihood estimators (MLEs) for the parameters of Kumaraswamy Marshal-Olkin Lindley KWMOL( , , , ) is discussed in this section. Consider the random sample x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n of size n from KWMOL( , , , ) with probability density function in (6), then the likelihood function can be expressed as follows 
Therefore, the MLEs of , , and must satisfy the following equations:
and
The maximum likelihood estimator ̂= (̂,̂,̂,) of = ( , , , ) is obtained by solving the nonlinear system of equations (23) through (26). It is usually more convenient to use nonlinear optimization algorithms such as quasi-Newton algorithm to numerically maximize the log-likelihood function.
APPLICATION
In this section, we use two real data sets to show that the Kumaraswamy Marshal-Olkin Lindley (KWMOL) distribution can be a better model than nested and nonnested models.
A. Data Set 1
The following data reported by Badar and Priest (1982) , which represents the strength measured in GPa for single carbon fibers and impregnated at gauge lengths of 1, 10, 20 and 50 mm. Impregnated tows of 100 fibers were tested at gauge lengths of 20, 50, 150 and 300 mm. Here, we consider that the data set of single fibers of 20 mm in gauge with a sample of size 63. 3.030,3.125, 3.139, 3.145, 3.220, 3.223, 3.235, 3.243, 3.264, 3.272, 3.294, 3.332, 3.346, 3.377, 3.408, 3.435, 3.493,3.501, 3.537, 3.554, 3.562, 3.628, 3.852, 3.871, 3.886, 3.971, 4.024, 4.027, 4.225, 4.395, 5.020. In order to compare the two distribution models, we consider criteria like −̂,AIC, CAIC, HQIC, BIC, * and * The better distribution corresponds to smaller KS,−2ℒ, AIC and AICC values.. These numerical results are obtained using R. 
B. Data Set 2
The data set is obtained from Merovci (2013) . The data are the strengths of 1.5 cm glass fibres, measured at the National Physical Laboratory, England. Unfortunately, the units of measurement are not given in the paper. Some summary statistics for the data are as follows: http://journals.uob.edu.bh As we can see from Tables (1) and (3), our model with smallest values of AIC, AICC, BIC, HQIC * , * and K-S test statstic best fits the data. Figures (3) and (5) shows the empirical distribution compared to the rival models and the fitted densities against the data. We hope that the proposed distribution will serve as an alternative model to other models available in the literature. 
